Light activated 'warhead' turns modest
molecules into super protein killers
14 March 2010
Using a novel light activation technique, Scripps
Research Institute scientists have been able to
turn molecules with only a modest ability to fight
specific proteins into virtual protein destroyers.
The new technique, which uses a "warhead"
molecule capable of inactivating nearby proteins
when triggered by light, could help to accelerate
the development of new therapies by providing
researchers with a new set of research tools and
options.

The technique is known as a CALI, which stands
for chromophore-assisted light inactivation;
chromophores are molecules that can absorb
visible or ultraviolet light. While other researchers
have made CALI reagents previously, they suffered
from poor efficiency, largely due to self-inactivation.
The new warhead used by the Scripps Florida team
represents a significant advance.
They used a derivative of ruthenium, a metallic
element that produces what is known as singlet
oxygen, the well known oxygen molecule, O2.

The study was published March 14, 2010 in an
advanced, online edition of the journal Nature
Chemical Biology.

"When the ruthenium absorbs visible light,"
Kodadek said, "it has to dump that energy to return
to a normal state. In the process, it produces an
extremely reactive form of oxygen that rips apart
"High-throughput screening can produce a
synthetic ligand [peptoid] capable of binding to just whatever proteins it happens to encounter.
Basically, it destroys those proteins forever."
about any protein you want," said Thomas
Kodadek, a professor in the Department of
While there have been reports of other
Chemistry at the Institute's Jupiter, Florida,
campus, who led the study. "The problem is, they "warhead"-carrying peptoids, the study said, the
ruthenium derivative used by Kodadek and his
almost always have modest potency - which
colleagues is an important technical advance, one
makes them less than ideal research tools. By
that allows scientists to target both extracellular and
attaching this 'warhead' molecule to a peptoid,
intracellular protein targets. Unlike organic singlet
we've shown that we can increase that proteinoxygen generators, the Ru complex is itself
killing potency by a thousand fold without going
insensitive to singlet oxygen, greatly increasing the
through an expensive and time-consuming
efficiency of CALI.
optimization process."
The new technique offers researchers rapid access
to some very potent, very selective light activated
compounds that can knock out specific protein
function, an important strategy in research into
diseases such as cancer. Since light can be
focused with high spatial resolution, this
technology may open the door for knocking out
proteins in only one region of a single cell, but not
another, allowing, for example, the inactivation of a
target protein in the nucleus, but not in the
cytoplasm that surrounds it.

The other important point, the study noted, is that
these new peptoids have no effect on any cellular
components until they are activated by light.
Simple synthetic compounds like peptoids have
many advantages over other ligands - molecules
that bind to proteins and alter their function - such
as antibodies, Kodadek pointed out. They can be
modified easily for attachment to surfaces and can
be produced relatively quickly in large amounts - a
multi-million member peptoid library, for example,
can be created in about three days.

A Choice of Warheads
This makes them ideal building tools for biomedical
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research, the study said.
Kodadek became interested in developing this new
technique when he and Benjamin Cravatt, chair of
the Scripps Research Department of Chemical
Physiology, decided to combine separate
technologies - a peptoid library synthesis and
screening platform developed in the Kodadek
laboratory in Florida and activity-based protein
profiling (ABPP) developed in Cravatt's laboratory
in California. The combination offered a powerful
new method of screening and identifying more high
quality lead drug candidates.
"But when we first had this idea to collaborate to
identify hundreds of protein ligands simultaneously,
my enthusiasm was diminished by the fact that I
knew they would all be modest potency compounds
and the numbers would overwhelm our ability to
optimize them all by traditional means," Kodadek
said. "Our new 'warhead' technique solves that
problem."
More information: "Potent and Selective Photoinactivation of Proteins with Peptoid-Ruthenium
Conjugates," Nature Chemical Biology, March 14,
2010.
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